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3.1. Introduction
This lesson describes the birth of X-Road, its importance in Estonia and its future perspectives. After
passing this lesson, you will be able to explain why X-Road is so important in Estonia, how many
institutions use it and what is the Trust Federation and network of X-Roads.

It takes 5-7 minutes to pass this lesson. 



3.2. Birth of X-Road
The first steps for starting the X-Road platform were made in Estonia in 2000 when, on initiative of
the advisor to the Prime Minister, Linnar Viik, the pilot project was initiated. It was financed from the
budget of the Ministry of Transport and Communications, Ministry of the Interior and the
Government Office and coordinated by the state information system department (RISO) of the
Ministry of Economic Affairs. The draft was submitted to the government in March 2001. The draft
defined current situation, purpose of the project and its structure. The vision of the project was 7/24
access to the databases as a single unit. This access should have ensured that

The citizens get and give information within the legal rights;
State officials can use state databases within their mandate in the decision process, and
Entrepreneurs can use information in state databases within the mandate for performing their
business operations.

The following guidelines were set for architecture:
Centralised authorisation;
Standard interface;
Open source;
Integral state, consistent state;
Coordinated development.

The two-stage public procurement was organised in April and May 2001. It was won by AS Assert
(further business name AS Cell Network) who used sub-contracting:

AS Cybernetica – architecture, protocols and security solutions;
AS Andmevara – test queries to the population register, Estonian Registry of Buildings.
Reaalsüsteemide AS – test queries to Commercial Register;
AS Datel – test queries to electronic Land Register;
Estonian commercial banks - authentication of users.

The national deployment of X-Road began on December 17, 2001.



3.3. Importance of X-Road
It must be understood that no new information technology was invented by developing the X-Road
but a new way of governance (e-governance technology) was created based on existing information
technology.

Today X-Road has become a data exchange standard in Estonian
public sector. It is the IT backbone of the state of Estonia. State
databases are obliged to perform data exchange by using X-Road
platform. 

Implementation of X-Road in Estonia is established by Regulation “Data exchange layer of
Information Systems” of the Government of the Republic of Estonia of 23 Sept 2016 (in Estonian).

Information System Authority (RIA) manages X-Road in Estonia. 

https://www.riigiteataja.ee/akt/127092016004
https://www.ria.ee/en/


3.4. Statistics of using X-Road

In Estonia, use of X-Road has led to a near-exponential increase in the interconnectedness of
information systems. More than 1,200 institutions use it. More than 50% of the inhabitants of Estonia
use X-Road through the information portal eesti.ee.

The diagram below illustrates the increase in the number of queries in Estonian X-Road.

You will find more information about the usage statistics of X-Road here.

https://www.eesti.ee/eng/
https://ria.ee/x-tee/fact/#eng


3.5. Future of X-Road
X-Road has become a very powerful data exchange platform. In the future it is planned to enable
exchange data with it also outside Estonia (e.g. cooperation with Finland). 

The long-term plan foresees X-Road as a standard way of interfacing different information systems
and increasing collaboration. The purpose is that in addition to organisational solution, X-Road is also
an integral protocol stack used by technological solutions of several parties. 



3.6. Trust Federation and network of X-Roads
When X-Road was created, there was only one instance of it (with a centre in RIA). Technology and
organisation were not differentiated, they seemed to be one and the same. But then X-Road attracted
private companies and also foreign countries who also wanted to use it. So the X-Road instances
were generated. One step forward from here is data exchange between members in different X-Road
instances. 

An important indicator - instance name - was added to the X-Road protocol. For example, when in the
future the members of Estonian and Finnish X-Road want to communicate with each other, it is
performed the same way as inside the instance, only the indicator of the member starts with the name
of another instance. For example the instance “EE” member of Estonian X-Road “EE / GOV /
74000091” can communicate with Finnish instance “FI” member of X-Road “FI / GOV / KELA”. 

Such connection between two X-Roads is called trust federation. In a
bigger plan, such X-Road connections can be called network of X-
Roads. Network of X-Roads is a system that enables data exchange
between customers having joined different instances of X-Road. 



3.7. Questions
Before completing this lesson, please decide which of the statements below are true. 

A. X-Road is a new type of information technology.
B. X-Road is a new way of governance by using existing information technologies.
C. After introducing X-Road, the interlinking of information systems has increased remarkably
in Estonia. 
D. Network of X-Roads enables data exchange between customers having joined different
instances of X-Road. 

See the correct answers here (will open in a new tab).

https://moodle.ria.ee/mod/book/view.php?id=399&chapterid=540


3.8. Summary

X-Road was born in Estonia within 2000 - 2001.

X-Road is a data exchange standard in Estonian public sector. This is
the backbone of Estonia as an e-state and it is used by more than
1200 companies.

It is possible that in the future it can also be used outside Estonia. X-
Road should also enable data exchange between members in
different X-Road instances.


